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abortion
stopping a process
Abbruch
access
e.g. opening a computer file in order to get information
Zugriff
accompany
come/ go with
begleiten
accordance
conformity; agreement
Übereinstimmung
according to
following a certain pattern
According to our warranty conditions you may not open the printer case.
gemäß
account
user name and password for the www
Netzkonto, Internetzugang
accountant
a person whose profession it is to keep or check finances of a company
Buchhalter, -in
accurate
syn.: exact, precise, correct
genau
acronym
a word made up of the first letters of a group of words
Initialwort
actually
Really, in fact
tatsächlich
add
to put one or more numbers together
to include sth. with sth. else.
hinzufügen
adjoining
being next to, neighbouring
benachbart
administration
the department which organises and manages the affairs of a company 
Verwaltung
advertising
the activity of describing goods publicly with view to increasing sales
Werbung
after-sales service
service offered to a customer after he/she has purchased a product
Kundendienst
airway bill
document accompanying a consignment that is transported by plane
Luftfrachtbrief
alignment
e.g. beginning of a line on a sheet of paper
Ausrichtung
allocate
syn.: to allot
zuweisen
although
in spite of the fact that
obwohl
altitude
syn.: height (above sea level) 
Höhe
ALU
arithmetic logic unit
Rechenwerk
ampersand
It is the sign “&”, meaning "and", for example: Miller & Brown
Und-Zeichen
amplification; to amplify
appliance for making sth. larger, stronger
Verstärkung
angle bracket
signs looking like “< >”. 
There are also square brackets [   ] and round brackets (...).
Spitzklammer
appear
start to be seen
opp.: disappear, leave
erscheinen
application (1)
the action of making a formal request in order to get a job
Bewerbung
application (2)
application software
use of a computer program
e.g.:MS WORD
Anwendung
Anwendungssoftware
apply
to make a formal request in order to get a job
noun: application
sich bewerben
appointment
syn.: date, meeting
Mr Owen had an appointment with an important customer
Verabredung; Termin
appreciate
syn.: like

schätzen
apprentice
someone who is trained in a particular skill
Auszubildende(r)
approach
the way to solve a problem
Lösungsansatz
appropriate
syn.: suitable
geeignet
approximately
syn.: roughly, about
ungefähr
arrow keys
Keys for using the cursors
Tasten zur Bewegung des Cursors in vier Richtungen
artificial
not real
künstlich
assemble
putting all components of a device together.:
The technician assembled the server.
noun: assembly
zusammenbauen
assembly
The assembly of the parts of a machine is the process of putting them together (e.g. on an assembly line). 
Zusammenbau
assembly list
You find all the necessary components for a device on the assembly list, e.g. RAM chips, fan, hard disk drive, power supply unit.
Montageliste
assist
syn.: help
helfen
asterisk
symbol of a star
Sternchen
attach
He attached the sticker to his car.
anbringen
attachment
a file that can be sent with an e-mail
Anhang
attend
to be present at an event
besuchen
attendant
staff on planes serving drinks and meals.
Flugbegleiter, -in
audible
e.g. a whisper is still to be heard (audible)
hörbar
auxiliary
extra equipment used as a help when necessary.
Hilfs-
availability
the fact that sth. can be obtained or used
adj: available
Verfügbarkeit
available
something which is available is there to be used or can easily be bought or found
noun: availability
verfügbar
avoid
to prevent from happening
Avoid exposing the printer to excessive heat!
verhindern
backslash
Key on the keyboard: \
negativer Schrägstrich
backspace
Key on keyboard
Rücksetztaste
backup
e.g. to safe a file
Datensicherung
base
the lowest part of sth., especially the part on which it rests or is supported
Fuß
bay
space within a computer’s casing where a disk drive etc. is fitted
Einschub
beamer
an optical device which transfers the image of the PC monitor to a large screen
Datenübertragungsgerät
beneath
syn.: under, below
unter
blank
If sth. is blank, it has nothing on it. 
syn.: empty
leer
blow
melt
durchbrennen
board of directors
a group of people  in an organisation who make rules and important decisions
syn.: supervisory board
Aufsichtsrat
bottom
the lowest part or point of sth.
opp.: top
Unterseite 
branch
e.g. a program offers different possibilities
verzweigen
browser, browse
software that enables communication with the internet
Internetsoftware, durchblättern
buffer
e.g. a screen buffer stores information in the screen
syn.: memory
Speicher
bulk order
a very big order
Großauftrag
bulky
difficult to move or carry because it needs much space
sperrig
bust
syn.: to destroy, to break
zerstören
button
a small object on a machine that you press in order to operate the machine.
Knopf
by-line
part of a html-page
syn.: sub-title
Untertitel
calibrate
adjust to a standard
eichen
cancel
If you do not want or need an order any more, you may end this agreement or cancel that order.
noun: cancellation
opp.: confirm
stornieren
canteen
a place in a school or factory where meals and drinks are provided
Kantine
caps lock
key on the keyboard
Feststelltaste für die Shifttaste zur Großschreibung
cardboard
thick stiff paper used for making boxes
Pappe
cartridge
small container filled with ink
Patrone
casing, case
a box for an engine
Gehäuse
caution mark
a written or printed symbol telling you how to handle sth., for example: 
Fragile! Handle with care!
Sicherheitssymbol
CBT
computer based training
computerbasiertes Lernen
Cc
carbon copy, duplicate
Kopie, Durchschlag
ceiling
the inner surface of the top part of a room 
opp: floor
Decke
cellular phone
mobile phone
Handy, Mobiltelefon
certain
syn.: particular
bestimmt
certificate
official document confirming certain facts
Zeugnis, Bestätigung
certificate of origin
official statement used as proof to tell where a product comes from
Herkunftszeugnis
character
syn.: letter
Schriftzeichen
charge
the amount of money you have to pay for services
syn.: fee 
verb: to charge (with)
Gebühr
charge
asking for payment
berechnen
charger
device to fill up batteries
Ladegerät
chart
a table or diagram, for example:
pie chart
bar chart
line chart
Tabelle
cheat
to act unfairly
syn.: to trick
betrügen
chief executive officer (CEO)
person who runs a company or business,

Geschäftsführer
circuit board
board for electric connections and transistors
Platine, Leiterplatte
circumstance
syn.: condition
Umstand
client
computer connected to a server
mit dem Server verbundener Computer
clipboard
for storing information a short time
Zwischenablage
colon
a colon is a printing sign: “: “
Doppelpunkt
column
e.g. print column
Spalte
combine
syn.: to connect, to link
verbinden
compare
noun: comparison (between)
vergleichen
competitor
a business rival
cf: competition
verb: compete
Konkurrent
complaint
the action of telling/writing that he/she is not satisfied
verb: complain
Reklamation
complete
noun: completion
ausfüllen
complimentary close
e.g.: yours sincerely; faithfully yours
Schlussformel
component
syn.: part
Bauteil
concern
syn.: regard
betreffen
confident
being sure that you can deal with something successfully

zuversichtlich
configure
noun: configuration
konfigurieren
confirm
state that sth. still holds, is correct, or true
noun: confirmation
opp.: cancel:
bestätigen
conjunction
Syn.: connection
Verbindung
connect
syn.: link, attach
opp: disconnect
noun: connection
anschließen,
connector
item at the end of an electrical wire that goes into the socket.

Stecker
conscientious
noun: conscientiousness
gewissenhaft; Gewissenhaftigkeit
consider
think about something, particularly about whether to accept or do something
erwägen
consignment
a quantity of goods delivered at the same time. 
syn.: delivery
verb: consign
Lieferung
consumption
action of using up energy
verb: consume
Verbrauch
contain
to have something inside
enthalten
continuously
without interruption
stetig
control panel
device to control electronics
Bedienungspult
convenient
syn.: suitable
passend
conventional
syn.: usual, common
opp: new
gewöhnlich
convert 
change from one form or use to another
noun: conversion
umwandeln
convince
make someone feel certain that something is true
überzeugen
cord
a wire used for carrying an electric current to an appliance
Kabel
cordless
without a cord or a wire
A cordless mouse is not connected to the computer by a cord, but uses a radio link.
noun: cord
kabellos
correspond
syn.: to be like, similar
entsprechen
corresponding
having similar qualities
entsprechend
CPU
central processing unit
Prozessor
crisp
If your printer has a crisp output, it means that it prints clearly.
syn.: sharp 
scharf
CRT
cathode ray tube
Bildröhre
current
present, at the present time
adv: currently
gegenwärtig
curriculum vitae
British English: brief report of sb.’s career, usually added to an application for a job
Lebenslauf
custom
sth. that is custom-built is built according to someone's special requirements.
opp.: standard
maßgefertigt
custom-built
especially made for a particular customer
kundenspezifisch
customer
someone who buys goods or services from a shop or company
Kunde
customer accounts
financial records about business customers
Kundenkonten
customs
the part of an airport where baggage and freight are examined 
Zoll
cut-and-paste
a method to change the content of e.g. texts
Bildschirminhalte ausschneiden und wieder einsetzen
damage
physical harm caused to sth.
syn.: harm
Schaden
damaged
physically harmed
beschädigt
dash
a short horizontal line (-)  used in writing
Strich, Bindestrich
data
a collection of characters, numbers, symbols. Data can be stored on a computer and processed by the computer. Data loss: Data no more available
cf. date (s) = Datum!
Daten
data base 
sth.. to store data
Datenträger
deal with
take the correct action for a certain task 
sich befassen mit
debugging
syn.: error analysis
Fehlerbehebung
decide
make a choice about something
beschließen
decision
a choice or judgement you take after a period of discussion
Entscheidung
decline (1)
syn.: decrease
Niedergang
decline (2)
become less
abnehmen
deem
syn.: consider, think (of)
erachten
default settings
standard options or setting already given
Voreinstellung
delay
the amount of time for which sb./sth. is too late
Verspätung
delayed
syn.: (too) late
noun / verb: delay
verspätet
delete
If you delete sth. that has been written down, you cross it out or remove it. 
syn.: erase; opp.: insert
löschen
deliver
take goods to the place where they have been ordered
liefern
delivery
Delivery is the act of bringing goods to the place of a customer.
Lieferung
delivery note
If the customers gets the goods he has ordered, he often receives a delivery note 
Lieferschein
demand
syn.: request

Anforderung
demanding
requiring much patience, skill, effort
anspruchsvoll
department
part of a large organisation such as a university or company
Abteilung
deselect
opp.: select, pick
If you select sth., you choose it from a number of things of the same kind.
abwählen
deserve
The mechanic has worked very hard and deserves a rest.
attention: to earn money!
verdienen
desktop
A desktop is a PC that can be placed on a desk.
also: desktop computer
Arbeitsplatzrechner
desktop organiser
software to organise e.g. your diary
Terminverwaltungsprogramm
detect
discover something
auffinden
determine
syn.: fix, decide
festlegen
develop
make a new idea or product become successful
entwickeln
device
syn.: an appliance; a gadget
Gerät
different
syn.: separate
unterschiedliche/r/s
directory
syn.: list
(1)	Files are stored in a directory.
(2)	If you don’t know the number, look it up in the telephone directory.
Verzeichnis
discharge
give or send out electric current; 
you discharge a battery
opp.: charge
entladen
disconnect
If you disconnect things that are joined, you pull them apart. 
syn.: detach
opp.: connect
unterbrechen
dispatch note
A dispatch note is often a letter to the customer indicating place and time of delivery.

Versandanzeige
display
If you display sth. you show it.

anzeigen (z.B. auf dem Bildschirm)
distribution
the department which is responsible for sending a product to the customer 
syn.: dispatch
Versand
disturbance
syn.: perturbation; mulfunction; interference
Störung
dot
small round mark: .
Punkt
dot matrix printer
a printer with a set of 9 or 24 needles, shooting against a ribbon through which colour is pressed onto the paper
Nadeldrucker
download
loading data of another computer on your own by using a network
Daten vom fremden Rechner auf den eigenen via WWW laden
draft quality
fast mode of a printer, no crisp or quality mode
Entwurfsqualität
drag and drop
move a complete word on a template
Ein markiertes Wort mit der Maus verschieben und einfügen
drive
The drive is a part of a computer which operates a disk or tape. Examples:
Hard disk drive, floppy disk drive, CD-ROM drive, DVD drive, streamer drive
Laufwerk
drop
fall or make sth. fall
fallen (lassen)
due to
attributable to or caused by
syn.: because of
verb: be due to sth. 
verursacht durch


duration
length of time
Dauer
DVD
DVD is an abbreviation for digital versatile disk and a new medium gradually replacing the CD because of its higher storage capacity.
DVD
economy
use of available resources in a way that saves money
Spar-
effect
to cause sth. to be done
ausführen
eligible
This customer is eligible for a discount of 5% as he has placed a bulk order.
syn.: authorised
berechtigt
emit
send out
aussenden
employ
pay someone to work for you
anstellen
encode
If you encode a message or some information, you put it into code and save it.
syn.: code
opp.: decode
einbrennen
engaged
syn.: busy
Redial if the line is engaged.
besetzt
enhancement
The enhancement of sth. is the improvement or extension of it.
Erweiterung
enjoyable
pleasant
angenehm
enquiry
Before ordering goods, a customer usually makes enquiries about the articles he wants, in particular quality of goods, time of delivery, terms of payment. 
Anfrage
enter
key on the keyboard
Eingabetaste
entire
entire is used to refer to the whole of sth. 
syn.: total
gesamt
equip
provide s.o. or sth. with things which are necessary
syn.: supply (with)
ausstatten
equipment
all the special tools, machinery you need for a certain activity
Ausrüstung
erasable
If sth. is erasable, it can be removed or wiped out.
löschbar
erase
If you erase something written, you wipe it out.
syn.: remove, delete
löschen
escape (ESC)
key on the keyboard
Taste zum Beenden eines Eingabebefehls
essential
sth. that is essential is absolutely necessary
syn.: vital, fundamental
wesentlich
etch
treating metal by a needle and acid
ätzen
exist
be real or actual
existieren
expect
think that something will happen:
The customer expects good quality.
noun: expectation
erwarten
expenses
the amount of money which has to be spent on something
Ausgaben
expensive
If something is expensive, it costs much.
teuer
expiry
expiry the end of a period of time during which a passport, credit card etc. can be used:
Check the expiry date on your credit card before you use it.
verb: expire
Verfall
expose
leave sth. without protection
aussetzen
extend
If you extend sth., you make it longer or bigger.
syn.: enlarge
ausweiten
extension
one of many telephone lines in a large company.
My phone number is 726417, extension 12.
Durchwahlnummer
extension
an extension is added to sth.
An extension lead in electrical equipment is a piece of wire which supplies electricity to the equipment.
Erweiterung
external
If sth. is external, it is situated on the outside.
außen
fan
A fan is a ventilator which is used to keep a room or machine cool 
Lüfter
FAT
abbr. for File Allocation Table

faulty
defective, incorrect
fehlerhaft
feed
transport the printing paper line by line
Vorschub
feeder
apparatus in a printer from which the paper goes into the device, syn.: bin
Papierfach
figure
syn.: number
Zahl
file
a collection of data in a computer
Datei
finalize
complete, finish
beenden
firmly
securely
fest
flat blade
A flat-blade screwdriver is for a screw with one slot, its head is not a cross.
Längsschlitz- Aufsatz
flat screen
a very flat monitor
Flachbildschirm
flood
If people or things flood into a place, large numbers of them come there.
syn.: to pour
überfluten
floppy disk
data base
Diskette
folder 
sth. to store files
Aktenmappe
font
a set of printing types of one style or size
Schriftart, -Größe
forwarding agent
a person, agency, or enterprise engaged in the collection, shipment, and delivery of goods
Spediteur
fragile
easy to break or damage
zerbrechlich
frayed
having become thin and worn
durchgescheuert
free of charge
Sth. is free of charge if it doesn’t cost anything.
kostenfrei
fuel
any material burned to produce power, mostly oil
Treibstoff
fuse
in an electrical circuit: a short piece of wire that melts and interrupts the circuit if the current is too strong
Sicherung
gadget
device
Apparat, Gerät, Vorrichtung
glossy
Sth. that is glossy is smooth and shiny.
glänzend
goods
all the products a company manufactures
Güter, Waren
GPS
Global Positioning System is a navigation device
GPS
graphical (user) interface
Your monitor is a graphical user interface showing you the information.
Display
grasp
If you grasp sth., you take it and hold it.
syn.: to grip
greifen
guarantee
a written promise to repair or replace a product without charging, if it has a fault within a specific period of time
Garantie
handle
A handle is part of sth. which you hold in order to carry it or to use it.
Griff
handy
Sth. that is handy is useful and easy to use.
syn.: convenient
Don't use that word for a cellular phone (mobile phone).
praktisch
header
Where you put in the address in an E-Mail
Adresszeile bei E-Mail
highlight
If you highlight a point, you draw attention to it.

hervorheben
home (key)
key on the keyboard
Cursor springt zum linken Zeilenanfang
hook
part of the telephone where the receiver is placed
Gabel, Haken
human resources
the department in a company  which deals with employing, training and helping people
Personalwesen
hyphenation program
software for word-division by syllables
Silbentrennungsprogramm
icon
graphic symbol
Symbol
image procession
creating pictures and photos on desktop
Bildbearbeitung
immediately
syn.: at once
sofort
impact
state of printing
Anschlag
impact-resistant
shock-proof
stoßfest
imply
involve as a necessary consequence
noun: implication
beinhalten
impose
You may impose taxes, an embargo etc. on goods.
Not long ago western governments imposed a ban on the sale of mainframes to the former USSR.
auferlegen
improvement
action of making sth. better
Verbesserung
incredible
hard to believe
syn.: unbelievable
unglaublich
inkjet printer
ink is used to perform signs on paper 
Tintenstrahldrucker
input
input is information put into a computer.
Eingabe
inquiry
syn.: request; query
Anfrage
insert
verb: to insert
Einfügung
insert
to put between two things
einsetzen, einfügen
instead (of)
syn.: as opposed to,
in place of
anstatt
insulation
Insulation is a material or substance which protects sth. against heat or coldness.
verb: insulate
Isolierung
interchangeable
Things that are interchangeable can be exchanged with each other.
austauschbar
interface
a port to which peripherals can be connected
Anschluss, Schnittstelle
internal
If sth. is internal, it is located inside.
innen
invoice
A list of goods that have been supplied by a company, showing the customer how much he/she owes the company. 
syn.: bill
Rechnung
issue
syn.: produce
herausgeben, erstellen
item
a single piece, article or unit
Einzelteil
jurisdiction
the right to apply laws
Rechtsprechung 
key lock
It prevents the use of the keyboard.
Tastensperre
keyboard
peripheral device of the computer with keys for e.g. letters
Tastatur
kit
A kit is a group of items that are kept together because they are used for similar purposes. (e.g. tool kit, a set of tools)
Set, Bausatz
label
If you label sth., you give it a name,
syn.: mark sth.
beschriften
label
A label is a piece of paper that is attached to an object to give information about it.
syn.: tag
Etikett
LAN (local area network)
a network for a small area e.g. a building
lokales Netz
last
If sth. lasts, 
(1)	it continues to exist or 
(2)	it continues to be in good condition.
dauern, andauern
latest
the most recent
neueste/r/s,
latitude
The distance north or south of the equator is called latitude. It is measured in degrees.
Breitengrad
lead
A lead in a piece of electrical equipment is a piece of wire which supplies electricity to the equipment.
Kabel
leave
go away from a place
verlassen
legible, illegible
e.g. a handwritten script I being able (not) to be read
syn.: (un)readable
lesbar; unleserlich
lift 
a free ride in a car
Mitfahrgelegenheit
liquid
a substance that flows, e.g. water
Flüssigkeit
location
The GPS indicates your precise location.
syn.: place
verb: locate
Ort
log in
you start a link to a network
einwählen ins Netz, z.B. www
longitude
The town is at a longitude 24o east.
Längengrad
mainframe
supercomputer
Großrechner
maintenance
repairing and servicing, keeping sth. in good condition
Wartung
major
syn.: important
wichtig
managing director
someone who is in charge of a large company or organisation
Geschäftsführer
manual
a book containing information or practical instructions 
Handbuch
manufacture (1)
syn.: production
Herstellung
manufacture (2)
syn.: produce
herstellen
manufacturer
syn.: producer
Hersteller
margin
beginning or end of a line on a sheet of paper
Rand
margin
The empty space that goes down the side of a page is called margin.
He wrote some notes in the left margin of the letter.
Rand
match
be compatible with
übereinstimmen
maximum stock
the highest amount of articles or goods kept in reserve.
maximaler Lagerbestand
measure
to find the size, length, speed or capacity of something
messen
member
someone who has joined a particular group or organisation
Mitglied
memory module
a unit of integrated circuits which store information
Speicherbaustein
minimise
to make sth. as small as possible
minimieren
minimum stock
the lowest amount of goods to be kept in store
minimaler Lagerbestand
module
one of the separate parts that can be combined to form a larger object
Baustein
moisture
drops of water on a surface, in the air
Feuchtigkeit
motherboard
main board of a computer
Hauptplatine
mount
If you mount an object to a particular place, you fix it there firmly.
syn.: attach
befestigen
move
make sth. change its position
bewegen
multitasking
doing different tasks at the same time
Multitasking
neatly
If sth. is neat, it is tidy and carefully arranged:
The cartridge fits neatly into the slot.
ordentlich
necessary
something you need to have
notwendig
needle 
a very thin piece of metal
Nadel 
needle-nose pliers
special pliers with a very pointed head
Flachzange
network
A network is a complex system with lines connecting different parts.
Netzwerk
node
e.g. a crossing in a network
Knoten
notify
inform
unterrichten
nozzle
syn.: jet
(Drucker-)Düse
occur
happen
vorkommen
OEM
original equipment manufacturer
OEM
office
a room where you do work which involves writing, calculating or talking to people
Büro
OLE
Object linking and embedding
Objektverknüpfung und Einbettung
operating system
the program that runs the computer, like, for example, MS-DOS, PC-DOS, OS/2 or UNIX
Betriebssystem
opinion
an evaluation or judgment given by someone
Meinung
opposite
On the other side of the area
gegenüber
option
To have an option means to have the possibility to choose between things. 
syn.: choose, have a choice
Möglichkeit
orbit
follow a path round a planet.
That satellite orbits the Earth every 36 hours.
verb = noun
umkreisen
order (1)
a request by a customer for a company to supply goods or for a meal in a restaurant
Bestellung
order (2)
the way in which several things are put on a list
syn.: sequence
Reihenfolge
order (3)
ask a company to supply goods or requesting a meal in a restaurant
bestellen
order quantity
the amount of goods ordered
Bestellmenge
order stock
the stock level at which the warehouse manager should consider reordering a specific article
Bestellbestand
output
Output refers to what a person or a machine produces. The output of a computer is the information it shows on a screen or prints on paper.
syn.: yield
Ausgabe
outs
articles that leave the warehouse 
Warenausgänge
overheads
business expenses on lighting, heating and cleaning offices
Nebenkosten
packer
software to compress data
Komprimierungsprogramm
paper clip
a piece of plastic used for holding sheets of paper together
Büroklammer
paper jam
Paper transport is out of work in a printer, fax machine etc.
Papierstau
particular
special or important:
There are price cuts for that particular processor.
besonders
patient
being able to wait without complaining
geduldig
PCB
short for 'printed circuit boards'
Platine
perform
to carry out or do (an action)
ausführen
performance
performance is how well or badly a job is done
syn.: achievement
Leistung
peripheral
peripherals are devices such as a printer, monitor, keyboard attached to the main computer system.
Peripheriegerät
personnel
the staff employed in an organization
Personal
persuade
talk to someone and convince him/her of your ideas
überreden
Phillips bit
You use a screwdriver with Philips bits for cross headed screws.
Kreuzschlitz- Aufsatz
plain
clear
klar, einfach, deutlich
pleasant
enjoyable
angenehm
pliers (pl.)
a small tool made of two crossed pieces of metal, used to hold things or to cut a wire
Zange
plug
You need a plug for connecting two devices. 
syn.: male connector

Stecker
plug
a tool to connect a cable
Stecker
plug in
If you plug in electrical equipment, you push its plug into an electric socket so that it can work.
syn.: to connect
einstecken
point to
to show something with your finger
zeigen auf
polystyrene
a type of very light plastic which has been expanded with a special gas
Styropor
port
a place in a computer that a peripheral can be connected to
Anschlussstelle
power connector
the part that goes into the socket
Netzstecker
power supply
source of energy
Netz(anschluss)
practical training
period of time you stay with a company to get work experience (usually without being paid for it)
Praktikum
premises
buildings forming a company
Firmengebäude
previous
coming before in time or order; former
vorherige
printed circuit board
a board which consists of thousands of electronic circuits
bedruckte Leiterplatte
printout
sheet of paper produced by an inkjet or laser jet device
Ausdruck
procedure
the order of doing things
Verfahren
proceed
go on with doing sth.
syn.: continue
fortfahren
promise
tell someone that you will definitely do something
versprechen
prompt
The prompt is the request of your computer to enter sth..
Eingabeaufforderung, Bedienerhinweis
proof
Please sign the delivery note as proof of the correct consignment.
syn.: evidence
verb: to prove
Beweise
properly
in a correct or suitable way
auf die richtige Art und Weise
proud 
pleased with your achievements, to be proud of
stolz 
provider, to provide
to make sth. available for sb.; syn.: supply with
Anbieter, versorgen mit
public transport
buses, trains, trams, underground
öffentliche Verkehrsmittel
purchasing
the department in a company which is responsible for buying supplies
Einkauf
purpose
the purpose is what someone means to do, to get or to be
Zweck
quality assurance
process which ensures that only faultless products are manufactured and sold
Qualitätssicherung
quantity
syn.: amount
Menge
quotation
syn.: offer
verb: quote
Angebot
R&D
research and development; short for the department in a company where research is carried out and new products are developed
Forschungs- und Entwicklungsabteilung
rack
kind of board to store e.g. CD-ROMs
Gestell
railway consignment note
document accompanying a delivery that is transported by train
Eisenbahnfrachtbrief
random
without a certain method
zufällig
range
a range is a set of similar products.
MICROWARE offered a new range of mini towers.
Sortiment
rapid
at high speed
syn.: fast
schnell (sehr schnell)
rear
Opp.: front
Rückseite
receipt
(1)	written statement that you give to someone showing that you have received money or goods from him
(2)	reception (of a letter etc.)
Quittung, Erhalt
receive
syn.: get
erhalten
receiver
(1)	a person or a device that gets sth.
(2)	part of the telephone that you hold next to your mouth and ear.

Empfänger
reception
area where those are welcomed who arrive in a hotel or office building
Empfang
receptionist
a person employed to make appointments and receive clients or visitors in a hotel, an office building, a doctor’s surgery 
Empfangsdame
recommend
speak favourably of sth. and say it is good for a special purpose
empfehlen
record
write information down or store it in a computer or on film so that it can be looked at in the future
aufzeichnen
recreation area
area in factories where workers can recover from stress 
Erholungsbereich
recruit
find new people to join a company 
anwerben
reduce
syn.: diminish
verringern
referee
a person who writes a statement about the character or ability of sb. applying for a job
Referent
relevant
syn.: important
wichtig
remain
stay; syn.: be left
übrig bleiben
reminder
A reminder is a letter that reminds you to pay an invoice.
Mahnschreiben
remote diagnosis
e.g. a diagnosis via communication systems
Ferndiagnose
remove
take away
entfernen
replace
supply as a substitute for sth.
syn.: substitute
ersetzen
require
Video applications require a large amount of RAM and fast hard disks.
syn.: need
noun: requirement
benötigen
requirement
A requirement is sth. you must have in order to do a certain task.
Anforderung
research
serious study of a subject in order to discover new facts
Forschung
reset button, to reset
a button on computers to boot again
Rückstellschaltknopf, zurücksetzen, -stellen
resolution
The resolution is the number of pixels (= picture elements) that a screen can display or dots that a printer can print:
The resolution of that laser printer is 600 dpi (= dots per inch).
verb: resolve
Auflösung
respective
belonging or relating separately to each of the people or things already mentioned
zugehörig
responsible
having the job or duty of sth.. Parents are responsible for their children. 
noun: responsibility
verantwortlich
restock order
an order to increase the quantity of a specific item which is added to the stock
Neubestellung
résumé
American English: brief report of sb.’s career, usually added to an application for a job
Lebenslauf
retrieve data
rescue data
Daten (wieder) laden, wieder abrufen
revolve
centre or focus upon
sich drehen um
ribbon
a coloured band
Farbband
rigorous
syn.: strict
streng
ring spanner
A ring spanner is a tool that fits round a screw or a nut so that you can loosen or tighten it.
Ringschlüssel
rock
When you rock sth., you move it slowly backwards and forwards or from side to side.
syn.: to sway
hin- und herbewegen
safety
the quality of being safe
Sicherheit
salary
fixed payment made by employer at regular intervals
Gehalt
sales
amount of goods sold
Verkauf, Umsatz
salutation
Typical salutations of business letters are:
Dear Sir
Dear Ms Miller
Dear Madam
Anrede
satisfaction
the state of being content with something
Zufriedenheit
schedule
Plan
(Zeit)Plan
scientist
person with an expert knowledge of a (usually physical or natural) science
Wissenschaftler
screen
front side of the monitor
Bildschirm
screwdriver
A screwdriver is a tool that is used for turning screws.
Schraubenzieher
scroll
move or roll along 
rollen
scroll (up/ down)
e.g. move the lines of a page up or down
zeilenweise bewegen
seal
The box was carefully sealed with adhesive labels.
zukleben
seal
usually a strip of plastic fixed to a packet to prevent it being opened before it reaches its destination
Siegel
search engine
software which searches for certain domains
Suchmaschine
secretarial pool
a large office where many secretaries work
Großraumbüro
secure
If you secure sth., you make it safe from harm or attack or you fasten it firmly to another object.
sichern
select
syn.: to choose
wählen
sequence
a typical sequence in commercial correspondence:
1. enquiry
2. offer
3. order
4. delivery
5. payment
Folge
service department
the department which deals with customers' requests
Kundendienstabteilung
setting
options for sth.
Einstellung
settle
pay a bill
begleichen
several
some, but not many
einige
shadow
copy a program onto another area of your disc
syn.: to mirror
spiegeln
shipping mark
a written or printed symbol telling you how to handle sth. during transport
Versandmerkmale
shock hazard 
risk of getting an electrical shock
Stromschlaggefahr
short circuit
a faulty connection in an electrical circuit, by which the current flows along the wrong route
Kurzschluss
sign
writing one’s name to testify something
noun: signature

Unterzeichnen
signature
act of writing one’s name to testify sth.
verb: sign
Unterschrift
similar
nearly the same
ähnlich
simplify
syn.: make simpler, facilitate
opp: complicate
vereinfachen
simultaneous
at the same time as
gleichzeitig
since
syn.: because as
da, weil
single-pass
A single-pass scanner scans a sheet of paper in only one run.
in einem Durchgang
site
place where a company is located
Gelände
site plan
plan which shows the arrangement and location of buildings
Lageplan
size
the bigness, the dimensions of something
Größe
slash
slash: /
backslash: \
Schrägstrich
slide
move sth.. smoothly to insert it
einschieben
slot
There are slots for expansion cards in your computer.
Steckplatz
socket
a device into which an electric plug fits in order to make a connection
Steckdose
solder 
You solder two metal pieces together by melting a small piece of soft metal and putting it between them, so that it holds them together after it has cooled.
löten
soldering iron
A soldering iron is a tool used to solder things together.
Lötkolben
source code
the original code
Quellcode
space bar
(long) key on the keyboard
Leertaste
spare part
Spare parts are parts you can buy separately to replace old or broken parts.
Ersatzteil
specifications
details
verb: specify
Angaben
speech recognition
software to digitalise speech input
Spracherkennung
speed
fastness of movement

Geschwindigkeit
spell checker
Tool of a word processing program helping to avoid mistakes.
Rechtschreibhilfe
spill
when liquid runs out of a container which is too full
überlaufen
splendid
syn.: great
glänzend
spread sheet
syn.: work sheet
Bildschirmtabelle
staff
all the workers employed in a business 
Belegschaft
starve
be very hungry

hungern
statutory
If sth. is statutory, it is fixed by law.
.
gesetzlich vorgeschrieben
stick
stick to the rule
orientieren, sich halten an
stock
goods stored in the warehouse
Lagerbestand
stock card
A stock card contains all the necessary information about the stocks and is issued for each article.
All the ins and outs and the quantities ordered of the articles are recorded on the card.
Lagerkarteikarte
stock movement
articles/goods delivered or taken out of the warehouse.
Artikelbewegung
stockpile
A stockpile is a quantity of things that have been stored for further use.
Vorrat, Lager
storage device
sth. to store data, e.g. CD-ROM
Speichermedium
store
keep in the warehouse
lagern
streamer
A streamer is a device containing a magnetic tape used as backing storage.
also: streaming tape drive, tape streamer
Magnetbandlaufwerk
strength
quality of being strong
Stärke
string
a sequence of signs
Zeichenfolge
strip
remove everything that covers sth..
abziehen, ausziehen
stuff
syn.: things
Zeug
styrofoam
polystyrene
Styropor
subject
a topic or theme
Thema
subject line
The subject line in a business letter shows what the letter is about. 
Bezug
subscriber, 
subscribe to
as a subscriber you get your newspaper daily
Teilnehmer, Abonnent; teilnehmen, abonnieren
substantially
largely
im wesentlichen
subtotal
a set of numbers, especially on an invoice, that is added to other numbers to form a complete total, for example, adding up the prices of the items on the bill, deducting a discount, adding the VAT.
Zwischensumme
suggest
tell someone your ideas about what they should do
vorschlagen
suitability
the fact of being right or appropriate for a purpose 
Eignung
suitable
right, appropriate
geeignet
supply
an amount of something which is provided 
Versorgung
supply
make available or provide (something that is desired or lacking)
versorgen, liefern
support
syn.: help
unterstützen
suppose
think or believe that sth. is true 
syn.: to assume, think
vermuten
surround
put sth. around another thing 
umgeben
suspend from
hang something from something else
abhängen von
swap file
a file outside the regular memory
Auslagerungsdatei
switch on/ off
start, stop e.g. an engine
ein-/ ausschalten
tab
a small projecting piece of cloth, metal, paper, etc, esp. one by which sth. can be held, hung, fastened or identified
Stift
tape
a magnetic medium to store data, for example, tape recorder, streamer tape
Band
template
A template may by a plastic sheet with cut-out symbols to help the drawing of flowcharts or a standard text, such as a standard invoice.
Schablone, Eingabemaske im Computerprogramm
testimonial
a formal statement written by a former employer about sb.’s qualifications
Referenz
though
although
obwohl
tie up
invest or commit (funds, etc.) and so make unavailable for other uses
binden
tighten
When you tighten sth.. you put it more firmly in place.
syn.: secure
festziehen
toner cassette
cartridge
Tonerpatrone
tool
any instrument you hold in your hands to help you to do a particular kind of work (e.g. hammer, screwdriver).
Werkzeug
tool shop
the place where tools are kept
Werkzeuglager
trainee
a person being prepared for a job
Auszubildender
transmit
syn.: to transfer
übertragen
trolley
two- or four-wheeled car to carry things
Transportwagen
turnover
the amount of sales
Umsatz
tweezers
a small tool used for pulling small objects
Pinzette
undo
undo mean that e.g. a command was not done
Befehl rückgängig machen
unlike
in contrast to
unlike the laser printer, the dot matrix printer has a low speed.
im Gegensatz zu
unrivalled
having no competitors
konkurrenzlos
unwrap
take off packaging
auspacken
upload
loading data of your own computer to another one, using a network
hinaufladen
vacant
not occupied; empty
frei
VAT
abbreviation for value-added tax
Mehrwertsteuer
VDU
visual display unit 
syn.: monitor, display, screen
Monitor
vendor
a person who sells things
syn.: salesman, saleswoman
opp.: buyer, purchaser
Verkäufer
voltage
electrical force measured in volts
Stromspannung
voltage detector
device for measuring the change of electricity
Spannungsprüfer
voucher
syn.: coupon
Gutschein
warehouse
a large building for storing large quantities of goods
Warenlager
warrant
guarantee
garantieren
warranty
a written promise to repair a product free, if it does not work properly
syn.: guarantee
Garantie
welded
metals joined by melting them together
verschweißt
width
measurement from one side of sth. to the other side of it
Breite
wire
A wire is a long and very thin piece of metal used to fasten things or for electric current.
Draht
wire snip
A tool for cutting electrical wire and for removing the insulation at the same time
Abisolierzange
workbench
table where a mechanic does his work
Arbeitstisch
workforce
total number of workers who are employed in a company
Belegschaft
workmanship
the art skill with which something is made of
Qualitäts-(Arbeit)
wrap
folding a piece of paper or cloth tightly round sth.
syn.: cover
einwickeln
wrist
joint between hand and arm
Handgelenk
write protection
using a write protection you can’t write on a data base
Schreibschutz
www (world-wide web)
Internet
Internet


